St. John’s College 90th Anniversary

St. John’s College celebrates its 90th Anniversary in 2002 with a series of activities.

The year 2002 marks the 50th anniversary of the graduation of the Medical Class of ’52, the first batch of post-war graduates. To commemorate the Golden Jubilee, a 10-day reunion was organised to bring together over 40 classmates, family and friends. The reunion included celebrations in Hong Kong, Macau, Singapore and Johor Bahru in Malaysia, was co-ordinated by Dr Peter Choy, who has served as class representative for the past 50 years.

The 35th Anniversary celebration was kicked-off in December 2002, at the Graduation Dinner of the Faculty.

The celebration reached a climax when the Grand Reunion Dinner was held at the Bradbury Hall of the College. More than 200 alumni joined the Dinner.
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Medical Class of ‘52 Golden Jubilee Reunion

Classmates for over Half a Century

The year 2002 marks the 50th anniversary of the graduation of the Medical Class of ‘52, the first batch of post-war graduates. To commemorate the Golden Jubilee, a 10-day reunion was organised to bring together over 40 classmates, family and friends. The reunion included celebrations in Hong Kong, Macau, Singapore and Johor Bahru in Malaysia, was co-ordinated by Dr Peter Choy, who has served as class representative for the past 50 years.

A reception was hosted by the wife of the Vice-Chancellor Dr Che-hung and the Hospital Chief Executive of Q M H Dr York Chow.

Guest of Honor: (4th left) The Hon Vivienne Poy, Senator of Canada

At the New Medical Complex and Queen Mary Hospital (Q M H), the Class was received by the Chairman of the Hospital Authority Dr Leong Che-hung and the Hospital Chief Executive of Q M H Dr York Chow.
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